Facebook: A Tombstone
With a Picture Attached
by Nick Walsh
As an elderly porn advocate recently noted in an article in
(waste of) Time magazine, visits to porn sites on the web are
down 33% over the last two years. Where, the author asks,
have all the viewers gone? To “social networking” sites like
Facebook! As of today, there are 50 million dead souls floating in this virtual graveyard, a number growing by the day.
Why all the furor?
As stated by founder Mark Zuckerburg, “the company develops technologies that facilitate the sharing of information
through the social graph, the digital mapping of people’s real
world social connections.” Wait a minute! Only a fool would
profess to digitally map the metaphysical principles of human
social interaction. This professed mission is physically impossible, and actually insane. So what’s really going on? This
“social graph” is actually a mind control site, now directed by
mass killer enthusiast Bill Gates, and anglophile Facebook
board members Peter Thiel and Jim Breyer. Whose minds will
they control? Only those who want to clear the way for unchecked globalization.

A Cyber Grave: The Fantasy
Life of Cowardice
There’s always this ideological framework that one
sees on the other side: “Yes, there’s this artificial reality, but it’s not the real world. There’s always a difference between a copy and the original; there’s a difference between being an avatar and being a physical
person, and those things are fundamentally, completely different and that this real world of physical
space-time is the primary reality.” I would submit to
you that it’s more of an open question. . . .
Peter Thiel, Board of Directors of Facebook
First look at Peter Thiel, who contributed $500,000 to
Mark Zuckerburg in 2004, to start up Facebook, and who has
had a long history of interest in campus-based mind control.
His career began as a founder of the Stanford Review, the
flagship publication of dirty fascist William F. Buckley’s Intercollegiate Network in 1973. As LaRouche PAC exposed
. Or, as in this case, one might more appropriately ask, “Why all the Führer?”
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one year ago in the pamphlet “Is Joseph Goebbels on Your
Campus?” the Intercollegiate Network was part of a highly
coordinated nationwide fascist youth movement on the college campuses of that time. The Intercollegiate Network, just
like Facebook today, had the appearance of being run by independent-minded youth, while actually being run by highlevel political circles interested in turning campuses into human zoos.
Thiel is a lackey of the right-wing oligarchy, and was allowed to earn money gambling with derivatives at Crédit
Suisse bank, and later, to make a killing from the PayPal website. Today, he is on the board of the right-wing VanguardPAC,
whose mission is to promote right-wing Federalist Society
members for the Supreme Court, such as Samuel Alito and
Antonin Scalia. These movements, as shown in the LaRouche
PAC pamphlet “Children of Satan IV: Cheney’s Schmittlerian
Drive for Dictatorship,” are nothing but pawns of the British
empire, just as Hitler and his legal theorists in 1930s Germany were. But, to elaborate this point, read Thiel here, waxing
about the glories of the new British empire: “More and more
of the world’s wealth exists in these offshore jurisdictions
and havens. About 40-50% of the wealth of the world exists
in small offshore jurisdictions. In places like Monaco, or Andora, or San Marino, or Lichtenstein, or Luxembourg, or
Switzerland. You have all the Cayman Islands, the Caribbean, Bahamas, Barbados, Antilla. . . .” These islands, nearly
all of them part of the Anglo-Dutch world empire, are what
Thiel and friend Richard Rahn, who is director of the British
Cayman Islands, claim to be the new virtual economy. Listen
to Thiel and Rahn in their own words, interviewed by Peter
Robinson of the Hoover Institution:
Robinson: “Does electronic money, E-money, pose a
threat to the sovereignty of the United States?”
Rahn: “Yes, and to every other government.”
Robinson: “And you’re happy about that?”
Rahn: “Yes. Because it empowers people. It liberates
people.”
[Robinson then turns to] Thiel: “Yes it does. Although
mostly to emerging world governments as a first step. [The]
U.S. Government [is] probably the least threatened, but
. Speech at “Accelerating Change” meeting at Stanford University, 2004.
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they’re all threatened to greater-lesser
degrees.”
Robinson: “Let’s establish a
beat—right off the bat there. The two
of you are talking about a revolution
then.”
Rahn: “That’s right.”
Thiel: “Well, it’s happening right
now, whether people realize it or
not.”

Silicon Valley Implants
Thiel’s fellow Facebook board
member, Jim Breyer, is also a longtime lackey for Anglo-American psychological war games and economic
globalization. He sits on the board of
Anglo-American Accel Partners,
which has one branch in Palo Alto,
Calif., the location for 1950s MKUltra mind-control experiments, and
the other in the heart of the City of
London, within a short walk from
Buckingham Palace. This “equity”
PRNewsFoto/Microsoft via Newscom
(a.k.a. robbery) firm, Accel, gave Columbine Bill Gates looks down on one of his gleeful recruits to the
Revolution in Military
$12.7 million to Zuckerburg, for Face- Affairs.
book, in August 2005, to develop a
site where “people can go and look up
other people and find relevant information on them . . . what
Breyer and Louie also work closely with Defense Adthey’re interested in, their contact information, what courses
vanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) board member
they are taking, who they know, who their friends are, what
Anita Jones, who sat on the board of In-Q-Tel with Louie.
people say about them, what photos they have now. . . .” Huh?
DARPA is not only leading the effort to create human cyborgs
Why would an Anglo-American financial group be interested
for Dick Cheney’s perpetual wars, but also was the creator of
in controlling a social networking website?
the Information Awareness Office (IAO) in 2002. According
To answer this question, look at Breyer’s long, close busito DARPA’s own fact file, using 9/11, of course, as pretext:
“The most serious asymmetric threat facing the U.S. is terrorness partnership with Gilman Louie, member of the Markle
Foundation Task Force on National Security in the Informaism. This threat is characterized by collections of people
loosely organized in shadowy networks that are difficult to
tion Age, and founding CEO of In-Q-Tel, a non-profit venidentify and define. These networks must be detected, identure capital firm chartered by the CIA, with a mission to not
only “discover” new firms with technology useful to “inteltified, and tracked.” The IAO, therefore, headed by Iranligence gathering,” but to corral private investment into these
Contra fink John Poindexter, had the mission for “the develfirms as well. Upon Louie’s appointment to the CIA post,
opment of revolutionary technology for ultra-large all-source
which he held from 1999-2006, Breyer said, “It appears in
information repositories . . . to create a virtual, centralized,
this effort the CIA has chosen well.” Breyer’s and Louie’s ingrand database.” Yikes! The U.S. Congress, worried about the
creation of a “mass surveillance system,” shut the IAO down;
terest in cultural warfare goes back decades to when Accel
but, just as with the Iran-Contra scandal, this project has consupplied Louie’s video-game firm Spectrum HoloByte with
huge infusions of cash.
tinued, privately, through “information repositories” like
Facebook.
. Breyer also sits on the Board of Directors of WalMart Stores, Inc. and
child-fantasy company Marvel Entertainment, Inc.
. Breyer shares the Board of Accel-KKR with the founders of Kohlberg,
Kravis, and Roberts, a “pioneer” equity firm in the 1980s for economydestroying “leveraged buyouts.” (See Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “From
Milken and Enron to Perugia: Extreme Events,” in this pamphlet.)
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. See Gabriela Arroyo-Reyes, “The Cyborgs of Silicon Valley,” in this pamphlet.
. Would this shadowy definition of “asymmetric threat,” allow the IAO to
“detect, identify, and track “loosely organized people,” such as college students, plotting the impeachment of Dick Cheney?
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Look to the year 2005, when Accel infused Facebook
with cash. That was the same year that Jim Breyer codirected the National Venture Capital Association (NVCA)
with Gilman Louie. The NVCA, claiming to represent
“free capital,” is composed mostly of money from Thiel’s
favorite “offshore” tax havens, such as the British Cayman
Islands. These Cayman Islands are the financial center for
dismantling the American auto sector, for hyperinflating
our presently dead housing bubble, and for start-up “tech
firms” (e.g., firms developing killer game simulators and
mind-control/fantasy sites, to destroy American culture).
But, don’t separate this “venture capital” from Cheney’s
perpetual war policy. In 2006, at a time when a “night
of the long knives” was carried out by Cheney’s CIA Director Porter Goss against anyone in the CIA opposed
to domestic spying and torture, Breyer’s buddy Gilman
Louie proved himself loyal to the cause, and received two
Seal Medallions and the Director’s Award for “services
rendered.”

The Gates of Hell
To seal the tomb, or put a virtual nail in Facebookers’
coffins, look now at Facebook’s new leading ghoul, Microsoft’s Bill Gates. Contrary to popular mythology, Gates is
not a proof of the success of globalization, but rather the opposite. Gates’s mind and morals typify the satanic rot which
is globalization, and serve as an alarm to non-stupid citizens
of this republic, that something has gone terribly wrong.
Look, for starters, to the Microsoft “Judgment Day” Halloween Party of Oct. 31, 1995, hosted by Gates to celebrate
his recent takeover of id Software’s kill-simulator “Doom,”
the game which would program Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold to be extremely effective suicide-murderers, in the
Columbine High School massacre. The party included a
Doom tournament, called “Deathmatch ‘95,” and an id
Software display featuring “an eight foot tall vagina with
dildo teeth. Inside, two members of [the band] G.W.A.R
dressed in fur and raw meat attacked passersby with rubber
penises.”
Of course, Gates was not to be outdone, appearing, himself, in the evening’s Microsoft Games promo video. The video begins with a first person view of the Doom simulator,
with a shotgun firing off kill after kill of monsters. Then, the
shotgun shooter walks onto the screen, turns, and reveals
Gates himself to be the assassin, dressed in the black trench
. A British partner of Breyer at Accel, Bruce Golden, also works at Mind
Candy, a London gaming firm presently developing “Moshi Monsters,” a
MySpace-style, psychological control and profiling operation, for 7-12-yearolds! (See video at http://www.moshimonsters.com/)
. A source for this article reported, in confidence, that the name Microsoft
was chosen to honor the founder’s brain.
. Jim Breyer referred to this company in 1996 as an “insanely great product
company.”
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coat, such as what the Columbine killers would later wear.10
Gates, while cooing that Windows is the only software for really advancing these killer games, is then approached by another ghoul, and blows it away with his pump shotgun, before
saying, “Don’t interrupt me.” Afterwards, the Microsoft slogan appears, but changed, to read, “Microsoft: Who Will You
Execute Today?” which then becomes splattered with blood
and brains after a loud gunshot sound.

Columbine Bill Is Watching You
There’s this notion that “traffic” [on the Internet]
equals profit, and, you know, traffic does not necessarily equal profit. Traffic equals—maybe you can
take it and translate that into something, and I always
think, maybe we’ll buy the traffic first, and figure out
what to do with it next. . . .
Bill Gates on the Charlie Rose Show
Don’t kid yourself. Bill Gates is not a passive “investor,”
nor is he a creative entrepreneur. He is an aggressive enabler,
for decades now, of the military-entertainment complex, and
of its intention to destroy the minds of our military personnel,
and our youth.11 Through games like online Counterstrike
and Halo 3 for Xbox, Gates is advancing the psychotic “Revolution in Military Affairs,” along with its accompanying cult
of teenage “suicide bombers,” like Seung-Hui Cho of Virginia Tech. Also, Gates’s vision, like that of Thiel and Breyer,
is to equate the human mind with a “plugged in” digital system, the Wellsian vision of a world brain. The name of the
brain will be: Microsoft Xbox. At least one in every living
room! Gates’s stake in Facebook is driven by this psychological motive: “Tune in, turn on, and dumb down.”
Read his words yourself. Interviewed in 1993, Gates said, “I
don’t think there’s anything unique about human intelligence.
All the neurons in the brain that make up perceptions and emotions operate in a binary fashion. We can someday replicate that
on a machine.12 Eventually, we’ll be able to sequence the human
genome and replicate how nature did intelligence in a carbonbased system. It’s like reverse engineering someone else’s product in order to solve a challenge.” Then the interviewer asked,
“Isn’t there something special, perhaps even divine, about the
human soul?” and Gates replied, “I don’t have any evidence on
that,” while reportedly rocking, nervously, back and forth.
Now, look to Gates’s “strategic partnership” with Facebook, agreed to in August 2006. Within one month of this part10. This video, which can be found by searching under “Bill Gates Doom
video” on the Internet, also establishes Gates, truly, as the founder of Eric
Harris and Dylan Klebold’s “Trench Coat Mafia.”
11. Gates is more properly referred to now, as “Knight Commander of the
Order of the British Empire,” as he was recently anointed with this dishonor,
by the old hag, Queen Lizzie, herself! This reward is for those who have made
“an important contribution to British interests.”
12. Is this what those long lines for Xbox are all about?
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Raffaele Sollecito, a regular Facebook user (left), was one of four
arrested in Perugia, Italy for the murder of Meredith Kercher. Also
arrested was Amanda Knox, his girlfriend and a University of
Washington student, and Facebook groupie. Wake up while you still
can! Above, Kercher’s photo at a Hallowe’en party, taken the night
before her murder, was posted on her Facebook account.

nership, Facebook introduced NewsFeed and Mini-Feed,
whose purpose was to track and report the minute-to-minute
activity of each user on the web, even when the user is not
logged on to Facebook. In November 2007, Gates advanced
further, investing $240 million into Facebook (whose annual
revenue is only $200 million,) to provide access for 12 major
companies, such as Coca-Cola, Blockbuster, and Verizon, to
the NewsFeed system. Now, the Facebook fool can be tracked,
even when not logged on to a computer! For example, if a Facebooker rents a movie at Blockbuster, or buys concert tickets
from an affiliated vendor, all the details of those transactions
are e-mailed to Facebook, and become part of the regularly updated NewsFeed post. When any member of “John Dodo’s”
Facebook “family” logs on to Facebook, he or she will read,
“John Dodo was on these websites, investigating or purchasing
these items, at these times.” These posts will be read not only by
John Dodo’s “family,” but they are sent back to the affiliated
companies, for further profiling and thought-shaping of the users (or, should we call them “hosers”?) Soon enough, posts will
read something like this, “The Facebook has determined that
you will be interested in these movies, this music, this type of
sexual partner, and these political views. Also, the Facebook
has determined that you are not the type of person interested in
science, Classical music, or, for that matter, truth.”

Burying Yourself in Facebook
Audience Member: “. . . the interesting question will
be, whether computers are alive.”
Thiel: “I actually think the interesting question
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will be whether human beings are alive, but maybe
it’s the same question.”13
So, is it just “information” about people that Thiel, Breyer, and Gates are interested in? Keep in mind that for them,
information is equivalent to human intelligence. For science-fiction devotees Thiel, Gates, and Breyer, controlling
information is the same as controlling the mind, or society as
a whole. It’s called, globalization.
Have you been to the zoo and looked at the animals in
the cages? Facebook is worse. The people in Facebook
must give up their souls to get in the cage. Humanity is not
allowed in the “social graph,” only information.14
If this seems extreme, just look at the latest Facebookrelated murder case in Perugia, Italy.15 A student, Meredith
Kercher, was pinned down, then fatally slashed across her
neck, after a ghoulish Halloween party only the night before, the pictures of which were posted on Kercher’s Facebook account. In the aftermath of the murder, large groups
on MySpace and Facebook have been “ooohing” and “aaah
ing” over every last detail of the sick crime, creating quite
the sociogram for all to see. LaRouche is not being facetious when he calls Facebook a “tombstone with a picture
attached.”
13. Peter Thiel at “Accelerating Change,” Stanford University, 2004.
14. Facebook may also be described as the Internet version of H.G. Wells’
The Island of Dr. Moreau.
15. See LaRouche, op cit., footnote 4.
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